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SWARMORPH: Multi-Robot Morphogenesis using
Directional Self-Assembly

Rehan O’Grady Anders Lyhne Christensen Marco Dorigo

Abstract—
We propose SWARMORPH: a novel distributed mecha-

nism that allows autonomous mobile robots to self-assemble
into specific morphologies. SWARMORPH control logic is
completely decentralized. We achieve self-organized growth
of global morphological structures through the repeated ap-
plication of strictly local pattern extension rules — each
robot that joins the morphology applies the same set of
pattern extension rules to extend the local structure appro-
priately. The pattern extension rules rely on an underlying
directional self-assembly mechanism that provides control
over the location and orientation of inter-robot connections.

We use the SWARM-BOT robotic platform. We con-
struct four example morphologies with seven real robots
in repeated sets of real-world experiments. We quantify
the precision of the directional self-assembly mechanism
and perform a timing analysis of morphology growth. We
demonstrate the scalability of the approach with larger
numbers of robots in further sets of simulation-based ex-
periments.

Index Terms—Self-assembly, modular robotics, decentral-
ized control, self-organization

I. Introduction

Flexibility is one of the key potential advantages of
multi-robot systems. In particular, the robots in such sys-
tems can either execute tasks in parallel, or can carry out
more complex tasks by cooperating with each other. With
the right type of teamwork, even fundamental physical lim-
itations of individual robots such as power, size or reach
can be overcome. One enabling mechanism for this type
of physical cooperation is self-assembly — the process of
forming physical connections between robots to generate a
larger composite robotic entity. Groß et al. [1] demon-
strated a group of autonomously self-assembled robots
moving an object too heavy for a single robot. O’Grady et
al. [2] showed how a group of robots could adaptively self-
assemble to navigate over an obstacle which was impass-
able for a single robot.

Multi-robot self-assembling systems are made up of in-
dependent autonomous mobile agents. These agents are
capable of forming physical connections with each other
without external direction. To date, however, such sys-
tems have displayed little active control over the morphol-
ogy of the composite robotic entity formed through the
self-assembly process. This is a major limitation, as for
any robotic entity to complete a task efficiently, its mor-
phology must be appropriate to the task. In the majority
of existing multi-robot self-assembling systems, the geom-
etry of the self-assembled entity is either predefined by the
connection mechanism of the hardware or is stochastic.

All authors are from IRIDIA, CoDE, Université Libre de Bruxelles,
50 Av. Franklin Roosevelt CP 194/6, 1050 Brussels, Belgium, e-mail:
rogrady@ulb.ac.be, alyhne@iridia.ulb.ac.be, mdorigo@ulb.ac.be

There is a large body of work on morphologically flex-
ible modular robotic systems. However, the modules of
such self-reconfigurable systems tend to be either incapable
of autonomous motion or so simple as to be incapable of
meaningful independent action. Furthermore, these sys-
tems are often incapable of autonomously assimilating ad-
ditional modules.

The chief contribution of this paper is the demonstration
of self-organized morphological growth on a real-world self-
propelled self-assembling multi-robot system. We present
SWARMORPH — a distributed morphology control sys-
tem. Self-organized growth of global morphologies occurs
through the repeated application of strictly local pattern
extension rules. Each morphology is represented by a sin-
gle set of pattern extension rules. Pattern extension rules
specific to the morphology being grown are executed in
turn by each new robot that connects to the morphology.

SWARMORPH uses a novel directional self-assembly
mechanism. This mechanism allows the robots to spec-
ify the location and orientation of the connections made
during the self-assembly process. The local pattern exten-
sion rules are built on top of the directional self-assembly
mechanism.

We experimentally verify the precision and robustness
of the directional self-assembly mechanism. We grow four
example morphologies in repeated sets of experiments with
seven real robots. We analyze the growth time of the dif-
ferent morphologies. We also demonstrate the scalability
of our approach with larger numbers of robots in simulated
experiments.

II. Related Work

In any modular robotic system, the set of possible mor-
phologies that the system can form is limited by the mecha-
nism that connects the individual modules to one another.
The past 20 years has produced a large body of research
in the area of self-reconfigurable modular robotic systems
and associated connection mechanisms. These modular
systems explore morphological flexibility through the use
of connected modular components. The individual mod-
ules vary in autonomy and independence of control from
system to system. However, the individual modules are
usually quite simple and can seldom carry out meaningful
tasks independently.

Fukuda et al.’s CEBOT system [3], [4] is one of the first
realizations of a reconfigurable modular system. The mo-
bile architecture consists of heterogeneous modules with
different functions, e.g. to rotate, move, and bend. Vari-
ous prototypes of the CEBOT system comprising different
shapes and connection mechanisms have been studied.
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PolyBot [5], [6] is a modular chain robot in which each
module has one degree of freedom. It has been demon-
strated that an arm consisting of multiple PolyBot modules
is capable of operating in 3D space and that such an arm
can grasp and dock with additional modules. The Poly-
Bot system uses hermaphroditic connection plates with
four grooved pins and four holes on each plate. When two
modules connect, the grooved pins on the connection plate
of one module match up with the four holes on the con-
nection plate of the other module. Connections are formed
and released by a shape-memory alloy latching mechanism.

The CONRO [7] system consists of a number of roughly
shaped rectangular boxes with a female connector on one
face and male connectors on three of the other faces.
Rubenstein et al. have recently shown that CONRO is
capable of autonomous docking (self-assembly) [8].

Hirose et al.’s Gunryu concept [9] consists of a number
of autonomously mobile units each equipped with an actu-
ator that allows the modules to form physical connections
with each other. However, only two prototype modules
connected by a passive arm have been built.

In the Millibot Train system [10] multiple mobile robots
can form linear structures by connecting to each other us-
ing a pinhole-based connection mechanism. The resulting
connected robotic entity can cross obstacles impassable by
a single robot.

The systems presented above all employ connection
mechanisms based on penetration and shape matching.
This requires precise alignment of the modules when con-
nections are formed. Furthermore, connections between
modules can only be made at predefined locations on the
module bodies, sometimes only at a single location.

Super-Mechano Colony (SMC) [11] is composed of one
parent unit and several child units that are responsible
for locomotion when they are attached to the parent unit.
In [12] it was demonstrated how the child units can rear-
range themselves for optimal tracking performance at dif-
ferent speeds. In the SMC Rover [13], the child units are
called Uni-Rovers. Each Uni-Rover is composed of a wheel
and a single manipulator. The Uni-Rovers can attach to
the parent unit at one of six locations. When six Uni-
Rovers connect to the parent unit, the artifact effectively
becomes a six wheeled rover.

M-TRAN [14] is a hybrid system in which each module
consists of three parts: an active block, a passive block and
a link between them. A module is equipped with an on-
board microprocessor, inter-module communication/power
transmission devices and inter-module connection mecha-
nisms. Each block has three connection surfaces composed
of a combination of permanent and electrical magnets. M-
TRAN is able to metamorphose into different robotic con-
figurations. Examples include a legged machine for which
a coordinated walking motion was generated.

SuperBot [15] is a new deployable self-reconfigurable sys-
tem for real-world applications outside laboratories. The
system takes inspiration from CONRO and M-TRAN. Su-
perBot combines the advantages of chain-based and lattice-
based robotic systems to accomplish multi-modal locomo-

tion. Each module can dock with other modules in six
different positions. A prototype consisting of six modules
has been built [16].

The individual modules in the SWARM-BOT plat-
form [17] are self-propelled and carry numerous sensors and
actuators. The modules can be considered as independent
robots in their own right and can carry out meaningful
tasks individually. Connections are formed with a gripper-
based mechanism, allowing the robots to connect to each
other in several locations. This is the platform we use in
this study — we describe it in more detail in Sect. IV.

For detailed overviews of self-reconfigurable systems and
self-assembling systems see Yim et al. [18] and Groß et
al. [19].

Various approaches to controlling and assembling mod-
ular robots have been proposed. Challenges include trying
to form appropriate morphologies and getting numerous
autonomous units to operate together efficiently.

Rus and Vona [20], [21] proposed a centralized control al-
gorithm to allow a robotic system composed of Crystalline
Atom units to reconfigure its shape. White et al. [22] sug-
gested an approach in which individual units have unique
IDs and predefined locations in the target structure. Jones
and Matarić [23] have developed a Transition Rule Set
compiler for lattice-based systems that takes as input the
desired morphology and outputs a set of rules. Agents
with limited and local sensing can follow these rules and
assemble into the desired morphology. Butler et al. [24]
studied generic decentralized algorithms inspired by cellu-
lar automata for lattice-based self-reconfigurable robots.

Klavins et al. [25] tackled the problem of defining a class
of graph grammars that can be used to model and direct
distributed robotic self-assembly. They show how a gram-
mar can be synthesized that generates a desired, prespeci-
fied target morphology. Shen et al. [26] have demonstrated
a bio-inspired control method for distributed pattern for-
mation and self-reconfiguration in swarms of robots based
on propagation of virtual hormone.

III. Motivation and Methodology

In this paper we demonstrate the first real-world in-
stance of a self-assembling multi-robot system forming
specific morphologies. In contrast with many of the al-
gorithmic approaches discussed in the previous section,
our approach does not involve any explicit reference to
a blueprint of the global morphology being formed. In-
stead, we rely on self-organized growth to create global
morphologies through the repeated application of strictly
local pattern extension rules.

We propose SWARMORPH - a completely distributed
morphology generation control system. Making a control
system distributed has many benefits in terms of redun-
dancy and robustness [27]. We maximize decentralization
by executing independent robotic controllers on each of
the robots and by restricting inter-robot communication to
strictly local color-based communication. We use a simple
communication protocol whereby a robot illuminates its
LED ring in specific color configurations that are detected
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and interpreted by other nearby robots (camera range is
up to 50cm).

SWARMORPH relies on a limited set of local pattern ex-
tension rules. These rules instruct robots that are already
part of the morphology how (in what direction) and when
to extend the morphology. A rule can either trigger mor-
phology extension in a fixed direction or the direction can
depend on what the robot see in its immediate surround-
ings. Using these decentralized rules, we can generate a
large number of different morphologies. At the beginning
of each experiment the rules specific to the particular mor-
phology being formed are copied onto each of the robots.
The pattern extension rules are described in Sect. VI.

The SWARMORPH pattern extension rules are built on
top of a novel directional self-assembly mechanism. Di-
rectional self-assembly enables controlled local extension
of the morphological structure in specified directions. In
contrast to previous self-assembly studies on the same plat-
form (see for instance [19]), our directional self-assembly
mechanism allows a robot to indicate exactly where on its
body another robot should attach and furthermore specify
a corresponding orientation for the attaching robot. The
directional self-assembly mechanism is detailed in Sect. V.

Morphology growth starts when a robot initiates self-
assembly by ‘opening’ a connection slot — a particular
color configuration of on-board LEDs that indicates a spe-
cific grip point at which another robot should attach and a
corresponding orientation that the attaching robot should
assume. Our approach does not require any of the robots to
have a pre-specified position in the final morphology. How-
ever, to simplify experimentation, we pre-specify an initial
seed robot in this study. In principle, the seed could easily
be designated as the first robot to encounter a situation
requiring self-assembly. Alternatively, the seed could be
chosen probabilistically as demonstrated in [2]. All robots
other than the seed robot have a homogeneous rule set.

During morphology growth, all non-attached robots
search for connection slots. When a robot finds a con-
nection slot, it attaches at the specified location with the
corresponding specified orientation. Once connected, the
newly attached robot uses its LEDs to signal its success-
ful attachment to the robot displaying the connection slot.
Both robots are then free to open new connection slots
based on the local pattern extension rules specific to the
morphology being formed.

IV. Hardware Platform

This study was conducted on the SWARM-BOT robotic
platform [17]. This innovative platform was designed
and built by Mondada’s group at the École Polytech-
nique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Switzerland. The
SWARM-BOT system consists of a number of mobile au-
tonomous robots called s-bots (see Fig. 1) that are capable
of forming physical connections with each other. The en-
tity formed by two or more connected s-bots is called a
swarm-bot.

The s-bot is 12cm high without the perspex tube hous-
ing its camera mirror (see below) and has a diameter of
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Fig. 1. The S-bot: An autonomous, mobile robot capable of self-
assembly. Weight: ∼ 700 g, battery: ∼ 2 h, processor: 400 MHz
XScale CPU, operating system: Linux

11.5 cm without its gripper. Thanks to a traction sys-
tem that combines tracks and wheels, the s-bot can rotate
about its own axes and navigate on uneven terrain. The
body of the s-bot containing the majority of the s-bot sen-
sory and processing systems is mounted above the chassis.
A motorised axis allows the s-bot body to rotate with re-
spect to the chassis. Each s-bot is equipped with a 400
MHz XScale CPU.

Physical connections between s-bots are established by
a gripper-based connection mechanism. Each s-bot is sur-
rounded by a transparent LED ring that contains 8 sets
of RGB-colored LEDs. This LED ring can be grasped by
other s-bots. An optical light barrier inside the s-bot grip-
per indicates when another s-bot’s LED ring (or another
graspable object) is between the jaws of the gripper.

The s-bot has 15 proximity sensors distributed around
its body that allow for the detection of obstacles.

A. The S-bot Camera and Image Processing

The s-bots have an omni-directional camera that points
upwards at a spherical mirror mounted above the s-bot
turret in a transparent perspex tube. The camera records
the panoramic images reflected in the spherical mirror. De-
pending on light conditions, the camera can detect s-bot
LEDs up to 50cm away.

The camera sensor records 640x480 pixel color images.
The s-bots have sufficient on-board processing power to
scan entire images and identify objects based on color in-
formation. The image processor is configured to detect the
location of the colored LEDs of the s-bots and discard any
other information. The image processor divides the im-
age into a grid of multi-pixel blocks and returns the color
prevalent in each block (or indicates the absence of any
color).

The s-bot camera captures images of the robot’s sur-
roundings reflected in a semi-spherical mirror. Since the
s-bots operate on flat terrain, this means that the distance
in pixels from the center of an image to a perceived object
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corresponds to the physical distance between the robot and
the object. An example is shown in Fig. 2.

A B

Green
Red

Red

Blue

35cm

Red

9cm

Fig. 2. An image captured by a robot’s omni-directional camera and
the processing steps to obtain information about the LEDs of nearby
robots. A: The captured image. B: After color segmentation.

V. Directional Self-Assembly

Directional self-assembly is a novel mechanism we devel-
oped to allow a self-assembling s-bot to specify the loca-
tion and orientation of an inter-robot connection. SWAR-
MORPH relies on this directional self-assembly mechanism
to extend a morphology locally in a particular direction.
The directional self-assembly mechanism is common to all
morphologies. Each morphology uses the mechanism in
different ways, as dictated by the local pattern extension
rules specific to that morphology (described in section VI).

A. The Connection Slot

To grow the morphology appropriately, an s-bot that is
already connected to the morphology illuminates a partic-
ular configuration of LEDs to indicate a point on its body
where another non-attached s-bot should grip and a cor-
responding orientation which the gripping s-bot should as-
sume. We term such a configuration of LEDs a connection
slot.

The left-hand side and right-hand side of a connection
slot are indicated by four illuminated green LEDs and four
illuminated blue LEDs, respectively (see Fig. 3). Each
s-bot has 8 LED locations. A green LED, a blue LED
and a red LED are located at each LED location. A con-
nection slot can be opened between any two neighbouring
LED locations, except between the two front LED loca-
tions, where the gripper is mounted. Thus an s-bot that is
connected to a morphology can extend the local structure
using one of seven different connection slots. As a con-
nection slot requires the use of all eight LED locations, an
s-bot can only open one connection slot at a time.

B. Control

In this section we detail the control logic that enables
an s-bot to find, approach and attach to a connection slot.
We refer to an s-bot that is displaying an open connection
slot as an extending s-bot. We refer to an s-bot that is not
yet part of the connected structure as a free s-bot when it
is searching for a connection slot or as an attaching s-bot
when it is attempting to grip an extending s-bot. We refer
to an s-bot that has formed a successful connection and

Open connection
slot

Illuminated Green LED

Illuminated Blue LED

FFRRBRFL L BL B

Fig. 3. Above left: An s-bot with an open connection slot to its rear.
To open the connection slot the s-bot illuminates its left green LEDs
and its right blue LEDs. Above right: Diagrammatic representation
of another s-bot connecting to the same connection slot. This rep-
resentation is used for the rest of this paper. Below: The 8 possible
connection slots that an s-bot can open. Only seven connection slots
can be used for extending the morphology. The eighth connection
slot (F) indicates a grip point that is already occupied by the gripper
of the s-bot displaying the connection slot. This connection slot is
used for signalling instead (see Sect. VI).

thus become part of the morphology as a connected s-bot.
A connection slot is considered ‘open’ until a free s-bot
attaches to it, at which point it is considered ‘filled’.

We first describe the close range approach and gripping
logic. We then describe the longer range navigation logic
which the s-bots use to find and navigate to the connection
slot.

B.1 Approaching and Gripping

An attaching s-bot uses the illuminated LEDs of an ex-
tending s-bot’s open connection slot to calculate an ap-
proach vector (see Fig. 4). The head of the approach vec-
tor is called the grip point and indicates the point on the
extending s-bot’s body at which the attaching s-bot should
grip. The tail of the approach vector is called the approach
point, and is 13cm away from the body of the extending
s-bot. The heading of the approach vector matches the ori-
entation that the connection slot specifies for the attaching
s-bot. This means that by simply following the approach
vector to the grip point and then gripping, an attaching
s-bot will grip the extending s-bot at the correct location
and will assume the correct corresponding orientation.

An attaching s-bot first navigates to the approach point
at the tail of the approach vector. It then rotates to face
the grip point at the head of the approach vector, and only
then starts to navigate along the approach vector to the
grip point. The closer an s-bot gets to the grip point, the
more accurately it perceives the LEDs of the connection
slot, and therefore the more precisely it can calculate the
approach vector. Corresponding corrections to the attach-
ing s-bots trajectory are made continuously as the s-bot
approaches the grip point. As the s-bot moves closer, the
speeds of the left and right s-bot tracks are respectively set
to:

sl = 5.6mm/s + 21.8mm/s · d

130mm
· f(θ), (1)
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Illuminated Green LED

Illuminated Blue LED

Approach Vector

G
l

A

A G

Extending s−bot

Attaching s−bot

Fig. 4. An attaching s-bot calculates the approach vector for a
connection slot displayed by an extending s-bot. Inset: The approach
point (A), grip point (G) and approach vector

−→
AG, as calculated by

the attaching s-bot. Larger picture: The same calculation in more
detail. Only the illuminated LEDs of the extending s-bot are shown.
The attaching s-bot calculates the vector l from the closest blue LED
to the closest green LED. The approach vector

−→
AG is perpendicular

to vector l, has its end point on vector l’s midpoint, length 13cm and
orientation of vector l rotated 90 degrees clockwise.

sr = 5.6mm/s + 21.8mm/s · d

130mm
· f(−θ), (2)

where d is the distance to the grip point, and f : θ→ [0,1]
is a function that maps the angular difference between the
current heading and the ideal heading, θ, to a speed mod-
ifier in the range [0,1]. The result of applying this speed
modifier term to Eqn. (1) and Eqn. (2) is that the s-bot
continually corrects its alignment as it approaches the con-
nection slot. During the approach, the speed of the s-bot
is reduced as a linear function of the distance to the grip
point (the magnitude of the alignment corrections becomes
correspondingly smaller). When the s-bot determines that
it is close enough to connect, it attempts to grip by clos-
ing its gripper. If the grip fails, the s-bot moves back and
starts navigating to the approach point again.

B.2 Navigation

We use a four phase navigation strategy to let free s-
bots find and approach a connection slot. Phase 1: the
free s-bot directly approaches the extending s-bot until it
is within 35cm of the grip point. Phase 2: the s-bot circles
around the extending s-bot until it is within +/- 20 ◦ of
the approach vector. Phase 3: the s-bot navigates to the
approach point at the start of the approach vector. Phase
4: the s-bot approaches and attempts to grip as described
above in Subsect. V.B.1.

The navigation control logic for the free s-bots is shown
in Fig. 5. If a free s-bot cannot see any colored LEDs, it
performs a random walk until it can see some LEDs. If
a free s-bot can see an open connection slot, it starts the
four phase navigation strategy. While it is performing this
navigation, it turns on its red LEDs.

If a free s-bot can only see red LEDs (and can’t there-
fore see a connection slot), it switches off its own LEDs

and navigates towards the closest red LED. The assump-
tion is that this red LED must belong to an s-bot within
visual range of a connection slot. This mechanism helps
to compensate for the relatively short perception range of
the s-bots (approximately 50 cm). During initial experi-
ments before this logic was implemented, free s-bots would
often spend a significant amount of time at the edges of
the arena searching for the connected structure.

If an attaching s-bot sees red LEDs between itself and
the connection slot during the approach phase (described
in Subsect. V.B), the attaching s-bot assumes that there
is another s-bot already trying to attach to the same con-
nection slot. It therefore abandons its approach, moves
back, and waits a random amount of time before proceed-
ing. This prevents the free s-bots from obstructing each
other by trying to connect to the same connection slot at
the same time.

C. Results: Precision and Timing

We analyzed the angular precision, the positional preci-
sion and the timing of the directional self-assembly mecha-
nism. We conducted 96 experiments in which a single free
s-bot attached to a stationary extending s-bot. In every
experiment, the extending s-bot had the same position and
orientation. At the start of each experiment, the extend-
ing s-bot opened connection slot B (directly behind it, see
Fig. 3). For the free s-bot, we used 12 possible starting po-
sitions and eight possible starting orientations. Over the
96 experiments we used each possible combination of these
starting positions and orientations once. The starting po-
sitions for the free s-bot were evenly distributed around a
circle of radius 35cm centered on the extending s-bot.

The angular precision of the connection slot mechanism
is measured by the angular misalignment of the attach-
ing s-bot from the orientation specified by the connection
slot. In our experiments, as the extending s-bot opens
connection slot B, we measured the mismatch between the
alignment of the attaching s-bot and the alignment of the
extending s-bot. The results are shown in Fig. 6 (top).
Note that the mean angular misalignment is very close to
zero.

The positional precision of the connection slot mecha-
nism is measured by the lateral displacement between the
grip point specified by the connection slot and the point
at which the attaching s-bot actually grips. In our experi-
ments, as the extending s-bot opens connection slot B, we
measured the distance from the center line of the extending
s-bot to the point which the attaching s-bot gripped. The
results are presented in Fig. 6 (bottom). We can see that
there is a clear bias towards attaching to the right of the
center line. This is due to a hardware asymmetry in the
distribution of the s-bot LEDs. When an s-bot illuminates
its 4 left green LEDs and its 4 right blue LEDs, the point
equidistant between the green and blue LEDs at the back
of the s-bot is nearly 1cm to the right of its center line.
However, the alignment of the connection slot mechanism
is not affected by this asymmetry. We did not, therefore,
deem it necessary to compensate for the positional inaccu-
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Fig. 5. Free s-bot navigation logic for finding, approaching and gripping connection slot. Obstacle avoidance based on vision and proximity
sensor readings is performed in the three control states marked by an asterisk (*).

−30 −20 −10 0 10 20 30 40−40

Connection Misalignment (degrees)

5.004.003.002.001.000.00−1.00−2.00−3.00−4.00−5.00

Connection Lateral Displacement (cm)

Centre line of extending s−bot

Fig. 6. Precision of the connection slot mechanism. Above: Angular
precision, measured by the mismatch between the alignment of the
attaching s-bot and the alignment of the extending s-bot. Below: Po-
sitional precision, measured by the lateral displacement of attaching
s-bot’s grip from extending s-bot’s center line.

racy in this study.
The mean times spent on the different navigation activ-

ities are shown in Fig. 7. In these results we do not rep-
resent the activity of navigating directly to the connection
slot (phase 1 in Subsect. V.B.2), since in our experiments
the initial placement of the s-bots is sufficiently close to the
connection slot that they always start directly in phase 2
or phase 3 — either navigating around the morphology
or navigating to the approach point. The largest share of
the time was spent on the final alignment and approach
phases, during which the s-bot rotates on the approach
point to face the grip point and then follows the approach
vector to the grip point. Although the distances covered
during the different activities vary significantly, the mean
times spent on the different activities are comparable. This
is a consequence of the increasing precision required as the
s-bot gets closer to the connection slot — the more preci-
sion required, the slower the s-bot moves. The mean time
from the start of an experiment until the s-bot attached
was 54.3s.

In all 96 experiments the free s-bot successfully con-
nected to the extending s-bot. In 2 of the 96 experiments
the grip failed on the first attempt, and the free s-bot re-

Align and approach − 20.7s (std.: 3.7s)
Go to approach point − 16.6s (std.: 7.7s)
Go around morphology − 17.0s (std.: 16.8s)

Approach Point

Fig. 7. Timing of the connection slot mechanism. Mean time and
standard deviation spent on different activities while forming a con-
nection.

treated to try another angle. In a further four experiments
the free s-bot retreated to try another angle before even at-
tempting to grip, as it determined that it was approaching
from an incorrect angle. In a single experiment the free
s-bot lost sight of the connection slot and was manually
replaced on its starting position.

VI. Morphology Growth

SWARMORPH morphology growth occurs through the
repeated application of local pattern extension rules. Each
rule consists of one or more pattern extension instructions.
As each new s-bot connects to the morphology, it becomes
an extending s-bot and follows its pattern extension in-
structions to determine how the local structure should be
extended. To carry out the actual extension dictated by
a particular pattern extension instruction, the s-bots use
the directional self-assembly mechanism described in the
previous section. By combining pattern extension instruc-
tions in different ways, we can build distributed control
algorithms that grow specific morphologies.
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Morphology growth starts when an initial seed s-bot ini-
tiates morphology growth by opening the first connection
slot. The seed s-bot has its own particular pattern exten-
sion instructions. All other extending s-bots (the seed can
also be considered an extending s-bot) execute the same
same sequence of pattern extension instructions. Thus, for
each morphology we need two separate sequences of pat-
tern extension instructions — one for the seed and one for
all other extending s-bots.

Different pattern extension instruction sequences result
in different morphologies. By creating an appropriate in-
struction set, and then by defining different sequences of in-
structions, we can generate a large number of different mor-
phologies. Fig. 8 shows some of the morphologies we can
generate using SWARMORPH. In the rest of this section
we describe the pattern extension instructions currently
implemented in SWARMORPH. All of the instructions are
based purely on locally sensed information — none of the
instructions make reference to any kind of global blueprint.

Line Circle Rectangle Star

T-shape Arrow Butterfly Snake

Fig. 8. Examples of different morphologies that can be made using
SWARMORPH. These morphologies have been generated in simula-
tion.

Extend

The Extend instruction uses directional self-assembly to
extend the structure by opening a specified connection slot.
The instruction takes as a parameter the connection slot
that should be opened. Using just this pattern extension
instruction we can already form simple morphologies like
the line and the circle in Fig. 8. For the line morphol-
ogy, each connected s-bot just executes the instruction
Extend( B ), while for the circle morphology each con-
nected s-bot executes the instruction Extend( BL ).

Send HS Sig, Wait HS Sig (HandShake Signal)

The instructions Send HS Sig and Wait HS Sig to-
gether make up the handshake signal. The handshake sig-
nal allows an attaching s-bot to communicate to an extend-
ing s-bot that it has successfully attached to the extending
s-bot’s open connection slot. This communication is re-
quired by the more complex branching morphologies that
require a single s-bot to extend the local structure in more
than one direction. To do this, the extending s-bot must

know when a connection slot has been filled, so that it can
open the next connection slot at the right time (an s-bot
can only open one connection slot at a time).

1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 9. Handshake instructions: Send HS Sig, Wait HS Sig. (1):
The extending s-bot is executing the Wait HS Sig instruction. (2):
The attaching s-bot successfully grips the extending s-bot. (3): The
newly connected s-bot executes the Send HS Sig instruction (4): The
extending s-bot recognizes the signal and executes its next instruc-
tion, to open connection slot L. (5): The Send HS Sig instruction
times out and the connected s-bot executes its next instruction, to
open connection slot B.

The s-bot hardware does not include any dedicated sen-
sors to detect when it has been gripped by another s-bot.
To compensate, we designed a signaling mechanism — the
handshake. The handshake mechanism is composed of two
pattern extension instructions, one executed by the sender
of the handshake signal, and one executed by the receiver
of the handshake (see Fig. 9). The Send HS Sig instruc-
tion tells the attaching s-bot to signal to the extending
s-bot after it grips successfully. The signal takes the form
of opening connection slot F. The Wait HS Sig instruc-
tion tells the extending s-bot to wait until it detects the
handshake signal before executing subsequent morphology
specific pattern extension instructions.

The Send HS Sig and Wait HS Sig rules provide the
flexibility to create many more morphologies, such as the
star, arrow and T-shape morphologies in Fig. 8. Fig. 10
shows the instruction sequences required for a simple arrow
morphology (more sophisticated control logic to generate
the same morphology while enforcing balanced growth is
presented in Subsect. VII.A.3).

Extend( B ) Wait HS Sig

Wait HS SigExtend( BL ) Wait HS Sig

Send HS Sig

Other extending s−bots:

Seed s−bot:

Extend( BR )

Fig. 10. Arrow morphology extension instructions.

Decide

The Decide instruction allows s-bots to make condi-
tional decisions about how to extend the local structure
based on what it can see in its surroundings. In particu-
lar, this allows an attaching s-bot to modify its behavior
based on the post handshake actions of the extending s-bot
to which it is attaching.

In Fig. 11, the extending s-bot in scenario A (left) is ex-
ecuting a different instruction sequence from the extending
s-bot in scenario B (right). In both scenarios the attaching
s-bot is executing the same instruction sequence. The at-
taching s-bot uses the Decide instruction to determine the
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appropriate post-handshake behavior based on the post-
handshake actions of the extending s-bot. The use of the
Decide instruction in the growth of the rectangle morphol-
ogy is detailed in Subsect. VII. A.4.

A1 B1 B2 B3A2 A3

A B

Fig. 11. Decide instruction. (A1,B1): Attaching s-bot successfully
grips extending s-bot. (A2): Extending s-bot recognizes handshake
signal and executes subsequent instruction which is to open connec-
tion slot R. (B2): Extending s-bot recognizes handshake signal and
has no subsequent instructions. (A3): Attaching s-bot executes deci-
sion rule — sees green ahead (i.e., sees an open connection slot ahead)
and therefore ‘decides’ not to execute any subsequent instructions.
(B3): Attaching s-bot executes decision rule — sees no green ahead
(i.e., does not see an open connection slot ahead) and therefore ‘de-
cides’ to open connection slot R.

Balance

The Balance instruction enforces balanced morphology
growth for as long as the extremities of the morphology
are within visual range of each other. When we use the
Send HS Sig and Wait HS Sig instructions to generate
morphologies such as the star, arrow or T-shape, we run
the risk that the morphology will be unbalanced. In the
arrow morphology, for example, it is stochastically possible
that one arm of the arrow will continue to develop while
the other arm does not develop at all. Such imbalances
are particularly problematic when the number of s-bots is
limited, as is the case in our real robot experimentation.

1 2 3 4

65 7 8

Fig. 12. T-shape morphology growth. Use of Balance instruction.
The seed s-bot opens connection slots R,B,L in turn. The connected
s-bots each execute the Balance instruction, and therefore wait until
they can see no green or blue LEDs before executing subsequent
extension instructions. The result is that once the seed s-bot is no
longer displaying an open connection slot, all three connected s-bots
open connection slot B at the same time.

To solve this problem, we introduce the Balance instruc-
tion. When executing this instruction, a connected robot
waits with its LEDs unilluminated until it cannot see any
connection slots around it. In practice this means that the
s-bot waits until it cannot see any green or blue LEDs.
As soon as this is the case, the connected s-bot continues
executing subsequent pattern extension instructions.

The Balance instruction allows parts of the morphology
that are in visual range of each other to grow at the same
rate. In the arrow morphology, for example, as long as the
s-bots at the ends of the two arms of the arrow can still see
each other, the two arms will differ in length by at most
one s-bot.

An example use of the Balance instruction can be seen
in Fig. 12, that shows the growth of a balanced T-shape
morphology. The instruction sequences used to create this
balanced growth are shown in Fig. 13.

Extend( L )

Wait HS Sig

Extend( B )

Wait HS Sig Wait HS Sig

Extend( R )

Send HS Sig Balance Wait HS SigExtend( B )

Seed s−bot:

Other extending s−bots:

Fig. 13. Pattern extension instructions: Balanced T-shape morphol-
ogy.

VII. Growing Morphologies With Real Robots

We selected four morphologies to construct in experi-
ments with seven real s-bots. Examples of the four mor-
phologies are shown in Fig. 14. We first describe the dis-
tributed control logic used to grow each morphology. We
then describe our experimentation strategy and present the
results of the experiments.

Line Rectangle

Star Arrow

Fig. 14. Reprinted from [28]. Four different morphologies con-
structed with 7 real robots: line, rectangle, star and arrow. (The
rectangle and star morphologies would become symmetric with the
addition of more robots.)
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1 2 3

Fig. 15. Line morphology growth. (1): An attaching s-bot ap-
proaches the seed’s open connection slot. (2): The newly con-
nected robot opens connection slot B, and another attaching s-bot
approaches. (3): The newly connected s-bot again opens connection
slot B and the growth pattern repeats itself.

A. The Four Morphologies

A.1 Line Morphology

Line morphology growth is shown in Fig. 15. The exten-
sion instructions for the line pattern are shown in Fig. 16.
In this morphology, as there is no handshaking, the con-
nection slot LEDs remain illuminated. This has the an-
cillary benefit that free s-bots are naturally guided along
the morphology towards the extending s-bot at the end of
the line. This is because a free s-bot perceives the LEDs
of all of the connected s-bots as a single composite con-
nection slot. The standard directional self-assembly navi-
gation logic thus directs the free s-bots around the whole
connected morphology.

Extend( B ) Extend( B )

Seed s−bot: Other extending s−bots:

Fig. 16. Pattern extension instructions: Line morphology.

A.2 Balanced Star Morphology

Balanced star morphology growth follows a similar pat-
tern to the balanced T-shape morphology growth shown
in Fig. 12, differing only in the connection slots that the
seed s-bot opens. The extension instructions for the star
morphology are shown in Fig. 17.

The s-bot camera can perceive LEDs farther away (up
to 50cm) than the proximity sensors can detect obstacles
(up to 15cm). We therefore let s-bots that are part of the
morphology, but that are not displaying an open connec-
tion slot illuminate some of their red LEDs. This makes
them visible to free robots, and thus helps to guide the free
robots around the morphology to an open connection slot.
This results in faster morphology growth, especially when
the number of free robots is limited.

Extend( FL )

Wait HS Sig Wait HS Sig

Send HS Sig Balance Wait HS Sig

Extend( BR ) Extend( FR )

Wait HS Sig Wait HS Sig

Extend( BL )

Seed s−bot:

Other extending s−bots:

Extend( B )

Fig. 17. Pattern extension instructions: Balanced star morphology.

A.3 Balanced Arrow Morphology

Balanced arrow morphology growth follows a similar
pattern to the T-shape morphology growth shown in
Fig. 12, differing only in the connection slots that the seed
s-bot opens. The extension instructions for the arrow mor-
phology are shown in Fig. 18. As in the balanced star
morphology, we let connected robots without an open con-
nection slot illuminate some of their red LEDs to guide
free robots around the morphology.

Send HS Sig Balance Wait HS SigExtend( B )

Other extending s−bots:

Wait HS Sig Wait HS SigExtend( BL )

Seed s−bot:

Extend( BR )

Fig. 18. Pattern extension instructions: Balanced arrow morphology.

A.4 Rectangle Morphology

Rectangle morphology growth is shown in Fig. 19. The
extension instructions to grow this morphology are shown
in Fig. 20.

21

5 6 7

3 4

Fig. 19. Rectangle morphology growth. (1): Seed opens connection
slot B (2): Connected s-bot sends handshake signal. (3): Seed sees
handshake signal, then opens connection slot R. First connected s-
bot executes Decide instruction — sees connection slot and therefore
executes no subsequent extension instructions. (4): Another s-bot
connects and handshakes. (5): Seed sees handshake signal but does
not open another connection slot. Connected s-bot executes Decide
instruction — does not see a connection slot, and therefore opens
connection slot L itself. (6): Another s-bot connects and handshakes.
(7): Morphology growth pattern repeats.

In the rectangle morphology, each newly connected s-bot
decides how to extend the morphology based on what it can
see in its immediate vicinity. If the newly connected robot
can see a connection slot open after the handshake, it does
not extend the morphology (since there is another s-bot
already extending the morphology). If, on the other hand,
the newly connected s-bot cannot see a connection slot
open after the handshake, it extends the morphology first
by opening connection slot L, then by opening connection
slot B.

In the rectangle morphology, connected robots without
an open connection slot illuminate some of their blue LEDs
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to guide free robots around the morphology. The use of
blue LEDs is more efficient than red LEDs for this pur-
pose, as it allows free s-bots to distinguish between the
s-bots that are part of the morphology and other free s-
bots with illuminated red LEDs. We used red LEDs rather
than blue LEDs in the balanced star and balanced arrow
morphologes above, since in these morphologies more than
one connection slot can be open, and the illumination of
extra blue LEDs would cause the free robots to perceive
non-existent connection slots.

Wait HS Sig Wait HS SigExtend( B )

Extend( L ) Extend( B )

Wait HS Sig Wait HS Sig

Other extending s−bots:

Seed s−bot:

Extend( R )

Send HS Sig
no

see slot?
Decide

yes

Fig. 20. Rectangle morphology extension instructions.

B. Results

We grew each of the four example morphologies (line,
balanced arrow, balanced star, rectangle) 10 times with 7
real s-bots. Completed examples of the four morphologies
are shown in Fig. 14. Photographs and videos of experi-
ments described in this study can be found in [29].

We conducted our experiments in a walled arena of
220 cm x 220 cm. In each experiment we grew a single
morphology. The free s-bots started each experiment at
one of 12 points (randomly sampled without replacement)
evenly distributed around a circle of radius 50cm centered
on the seed s-bot. The free s-bots were placed in one of
four possible starting orientations (randomly sampled with
replacement). An experiment was considered finished once
all 6 free s-bots had successfully attached or after 15 min-
utes had expired.

All 6 free robots successfully connected to the morphol-
ogy in 38 out of 40 experiments. In a single rectangle
morphology experiment one robot failed to connect, and
in another of the rectangle morphology experiments two
robots failed to connect.

B.1 Timing

Fig. 21 shows morphology growth over time. Each line
in the figure represents the mean growth timing of a single
morphology over ten experiments. All four morphologies
grow at a similar rate until they reach a size of three s-
bots. Subsequent growth rates for the star, arrow and line
morphologies remain relatively close, and the three mor-
phologies have comparable mean completion times of 335 s,
347 s and 366 s, respectively. The rectangle morphology
had a slower growth rate, with a mean completion time of
634 s.

There are two reasons for the slower growth of the rect-
angle pattern. Firstly, the connected robots are more
densely distributed in the rectangle morphology than in
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Fig. 21. Mean morphology growth times of four specific morphologies
over ten experiments. In each experiment a single morphology was
constructed with seven real s-bots. Each horizontal line segments
represents a time interval during which the morphology size remains
constant. Vertical line segments correspond to moments at which a
free s-bot connects to a morphology.

the other morphologies. This means that inaccurate con-
nections (misalignment from specified orientation or lateral
displacement from specified grip point) can render subse-
quent connections difficult or in some cases even impossi-
ble. The rectangle morphology is also the only pattern to
rely on conditional morphology extension (with the use of
the Decide instruction). In two separate rectangle mor-
phology experiments the decision procedure failed — the
attaching robot incorrectly determined its location in the
structure. In both of these experiments, however, the sys-
tem proved sufficiently robust to recover from the failure.
Morphology growth continued and the morphology subse-
quently reassumed a rectangular shape.

A different breakdown of the timing results can be seen
in Fig. 22. Every successful connection from every ex-
periment is individually represented. In the line morphol-
ogy, the time intervals between connections is largely con-
sistent. This is because the number of open connection
slots remains constant in the line morphology (there is al-
ways one open connection slot). Later connections become
slightly slower, as the number of free robots diminishes.

In general, the incremental speed of morphology growth
is dependent on the ratio of open connection slots to free
robots. During arrow morphology growth, for example,
there are usually two connection slots open (after the first
two robots have connected). This allows two free s-bots
to approach the connection slots at the same time (par-
allel execution is not, of course, guaranteed as it depends
on stochastic s-bot movement). This dynamic can be seen
in Fig. 22 by the short time intervals between arrow mor-
phology connections 3-4. A similar mechanism explains the
short time intervals between star morphology connections
4-5 and 5-6. In the star morphology, once the fourth robot
has connected, all four connected robots open connection
slots. This allows the fifth and sixth robots to find an open
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Fig. 22. Reprinted from [28]. Time intervals between connections.
Each point represents a time interval between two successive con-
nections in a single trial. There is one point for every successful
connection in every trial. The time interval between connections 0
and 1 (0-1) is the time from the start of the trial to the time of the
first connection. The colored bars indicate the range of values for a
given morphology and time interval.

connection slot quickly and in parallel.

VIII. Scalability and Simulation

To investigate the scalability properties of our morphol-
ogy growth scheme, we conducted experiments with larger
numbers of s-bots in simulation. Our simulation environ-
ment consists of a specialized software simulator [30]. The
simulator allows the control programs developed for the
real s-bots to be run without any modification directly on
the simulated s-bots.

A. Performance in Simulation

We first verified the verisimilitude of our simulation en-
vironment. To do this we repeated in simulation the ex-
periments that we had already done with the real robots.
We set up an experiment with 7 simulated s-bots for each
of the four morphologies tested on real s-bots in the pre-
vious section. Tab. I lists the mean completion times for
10 real robot experiments for each morphology and the re-
sults obtained in 100 replications in simulation for the same
morphologies. For the star, arrow and line morphologies
the mean completion time in simulation is slightly lower
than the mean completion time observed in the experi-
ments with real robots. The mean completion time for
the rectangle morphology is 31% lower in simulation than
observed in our experiments with real robots. We believe
that this difference is primarily due to the fact that when
the robots are densely packed, the camera is more accurate
in simulation than in reality. In the rectangle morphology,
the robots in the rectangle morphology are located close to
each other giving rise to effects such as occlusions and re-
flections of the light emitted from the LEDs. These effects
are not simulated by our simulation environment. In our
scalability testing in the next section we do not, therefore,
use the rectangle morphology or any other densely packed

TABLE I

Mean completion times for different morphologies on real

s-bots and in simulation.

Real s-bots Simulated s-bots Difference
Star 335.32 s 325.31 s −3.0%
Arrow 346.56 s 331.37 s −4.2%
Line 365.53 s 339.76 s −7.0%
Rectangle 663.46 s 456.71 s −31.2%

morphologies.

B. Scalability

In order to test how fast various morphologies grow when
more robots are available, we conducted experiments with
four different morphologies. We chose the morphologies
line, arrow, T-shape and star, because they respectively
can have one, two, three and four connection slots open
simultaneously (see Fig. 8). We kept the number of free
robots at a constant count of 10. Each time a free robot
connected to the morphology a new free robot was added
to the simulation. For each morphology we conducted 100
trials. In each trial we varied the initial placement and
orientation of the free s-bots. A trial was considered fin-
ished when the morphology reached a size of 25 connected
robots.
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Fig. 23. Morphology growth over time for four morphologies formed
with simulated robots. We fix the number of free s-bots in the sys-
tem at 10, by feeding a new s-bot into the simulation after every
connection. Each line represents the mean growth timings of a single
morphology over 100 experimental trials.

Fig. 23 shows the mean connection times for the different
morphologies. The growth profiles of the morphologies are
similar until the fifth robot attaches to the morphology, at
which point they start to differ. The star morphology can
have up to four connection slots open simultaneously and
on average reaches a size of 25 robots in 720 s. The T-shape
morphology can have up to three connection slots open si-
multaneously and reaches a size of 25 robots in 781 s. The
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relatively small difference (61 s) between the average com-
pletion times is probably due to the fact that the number
of free robots is fixed to 10. In order for the extra open con-
nection slots to speed up morphology growth, there have to
be robots in the vicinity each time a new connection slot is
opened. Since the 10 free robots are not always evenly dis-
tributed, the star morphology completes only marginally
faster than the T-shape morphology.

Comparing the completion times for the star and the T-
shape morphologies with the arrow and line morphology,
the benefit of multiple open connection slots becomes more
apparent: The arrow morphology (which has up to two
connection slots open simultaneously) and the line mor-
phology (which has only one connection slot open at a
time) reach the size of 25 robots in 1,051 s and 1,473 s,
respectively. For the line morphology, the rate of growth
slows down as the morphology gets larger. The line mor-
phology only has one connection slot open at a time, and
because of its one dimensional growth, it has a larger span
than any other morphology. Thus, even once a free s-bot
has approached the connected structure, it can take a long
time for the s-bot to navigate to the open connection slot.
This is not the case for the other morphologies, partly be-
cause more connection slots are open and partly because
they grow in two dimensions.

IX. Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper we demonstrated the decentralized growth
of specific morphologies using a real-world self-assembling
robotic platform. Our system, SWARMORPH, consists of
a set of local pattern extension rules built on top of a novel
directional self-assembly mechanism. We analyzed the re-
liability of the underlying directional self-assembly mech-
anism and found it both robust and precise. We achieved
a high success rate in building four different morphologies
using seven real robots. We conducted quantitative tim-
ing analysis with repeated real robot experimentation. We
demonstrated the scalability of our approach with further
experiments in simulation using larger numbers of robots.

The morphologies we have generated so far with SWAR-
MORPH have all been simple repeating structures. The
sophistication of the morphologies we can form is depen-
dent on the available pattern extension rule set. An obvi-
ous area for initial future work would be to extend the rule
set of SWARMORPH by conceptualizing and implement-
ing new local pattern extension rules. In particular, we
are interested in creating a mechanism to regulate the size
of the assembled morphology. We are also exploring more
stochastic rules, and rules to generate fractally self-similar
morphologies.

Another interesting direction for future research is adap-
tive self-assembly into specific morphologies. A group of
robots could autonomously choose to self-assemble into dif-
ferent morphologies based on the parameters of their task.
In an all-terrain navigation task, for example, the group
could self-assemble into an elongated morphology in order
to cross a ditch, while on rough and uneven terrain the
robots could self-assemble into a more dense and stable

morphology.
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